FENG SHUI
FOR
LOVE & ROMANCE

by Sherry Lynn Brouzes
Feng Shui Practitioner

CREATE A
SANCTUARY
1. Place your bed in power position. Do not align
your bed with the door.
2. Remove all photos of family, children and dieties.
You don't want your mother in law staring at you
having intimate moments now do you?
3. Do not have a mirror directly facing your bed.
4. If you are in a couple or would like to attract a
partner place objects in pairs in your bedroom. For
example 2 cupids etc.
5. Place 2 sitting chairs rather than just one. Lets
the universe know that you are a couple and not a
single person !
6. Keep sharp corners of bureaus and night stands
away from you. You can cover them with soft cloths
or tapestries. This will prevent "poison arrows"
directly at you which may cause headaches or
stress.
7. Remove exercise equipment.

8. Remove items from under the bed and allow the Chi to
flow.
9. Place lighting on a dimmer. Ambience is very conducive
to romance.
10. Check artwork for scenes of violence or dark and
depressing scenes. Place happy and sensuous artwork in
your master bedroom.
11. Repair any broken door knobs, bureau pulls or other
broken items. Keep everything in good working condition.
12. Remove dirty laundry from bedroom. Negative energy
will stagnate love and romance.
13. Add happy photos of you as a couple. Memories of
travels such as a honeymoon.
14. Have 2 night stands of equal size and shape. This is to
maintain a sense of equality in the relationship.
14. Wooden beds are preferred in Feng Shui. Metal bed
posts are a conductor or electricity and EMF's and can
cause negative effect on the nervous system.
15. Place headboard behind a solid wall for support.
16. Place headboard to support your "best sleeping
directions" per Classical Feng Shui and personal trigrams.

17. Remove dolls, stuffed animals and excessive
pillows to maintain an adult space.
18. Use bedding of color and texture that supports
your personal feng shui "elements".
19. Add red to items in the bedroom sparingly to
create the "mood". Shades of pinks and earth tones
are excellent in a bedroom. Relaxing pastels are
best.
20. Add Rose Crystal to your bedroom. You can
place a bowl of rose quartz crystals or purchase a
statue of the crystal.
21. Bring in the sexual energy of animal prints and
objects that mate for life as swans, cranes and
wolves. This will strengthen your bond when you
look at these objects. The Law of Attraction is very
strong and has been proven scientifically.
22. Place flowers in the South west corner of your
bedroom because it is asscociated with love in that
direction.
23. Fresh flowers always make an everyday
special and can spark up the "love" flame at
anytime !!!
24. Have Fun and remember Love is energy and it
is what make the world go round. Love is a gift. You
deserve a beautiful bedroom that represents true
love !!!
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